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Scot McKnight is Karl A. Olsson Professor of Religious Studies at North Park University.  He is a 
first rank scholar in New Testament studies and the author of many excellent books.  For several 
years he was my colleague across the hall from my office in Caroline Hall at North Park 
University, and often my golf partner (he was always in the low 70s while I struggled to stay in the 
90s).  The Jesus Creed surprised me in many ways.  It certainly has plenty of scholarly insights, 
which I expect from the author.  But it has a very simple basic message that gets presented thirty 
times in thirty different ways in thirty chapters. 
 
The “Jesus Creed” is the double love commandment:  “Love the Lord your God, and love your 
neighbor as yourself.”  Say it, pray it, meditate on it, do it.  That’s the message.  Jewish believers 
since Moses recite the shema twice daily, which starts out with the “Love God with all your heart.”   
The shema is the creed of Judaism, one could say.  Jesus modifies, augments, and personalizes 
this shema and it becomes the Jesus creed.  It is augmented in that neighbor love is added to 
God-love.  It is personalized in that we love God as Jesus did, and we love him in Jesus. 
  
McKnight has great insight into the Lord’s Prayer as a guide for loving God (Father, will be done, 
kingdom come) and loving others as ourselves (daily bread, guidance, deliverance, forgiveness).  
He meditates on the love God, love others theme in relation to the stories of John the Baptist, 
Joseph and Mary, Peter, John, and the women around Jesus.   He elaborates the double theme 
in relation to kingdom values such as justice, joy, and restoration.  He explores the Gospel stories 
of Jesus in the wilderness, on the mountaintop, at the Last Supper, on the cross, and at the tomb 
through the lens of the double love command. 
 
The Jesus Creed did remind me of earlier times in my life when I read devotional books by 
Andrew Murray, A. W. Tozer, and others, especially in MicKnight’s chapters on “believing, 
abiding, surrendering, restoring, forgiving, and reaching out” in Jesus.  Richard Foster and other 
contemporary devotional writers also come to mind.  Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s The Cost of 
Discipleship and Life Together are also in this family of “devotional books by really great, 
knowledgeable Christian writers I like.” 
 
McKnight actually teaches more Hebrew than Greek in his background explanations as he 
reconstructs in interesting ways what must have been the Hebrew/Aramaic vocabulary used by 
Jesus before it was written down in our Greek New Testament.  The greatest virtue of The Jesus 
Creed, however, is not its historical or linguistic insights but rather its faith, life, and discipleship 
insights.  I learned a lot about the heart of my brother and former colleague (though I can’t say I 
was surprised!).  But it is Jesus who we learn best here.  It is discipleship, the exciting life of 
following Jesus Christ.   It is great to think of how much better both the church and the world 
would be if more Christians took seriously this simple message of loving God and loving our 
neighbors as ourselves.  This is a great book to buy and then read one chapter a day for thirty 
days. 
  


